Wyoming Circuit Court Judges’ Benchbook
Name: Craig L. Jones
Judicial District: Third Judicial District
County of Circuit Court: Sweetwater County

GENERAL COURTROOM PRACTICE TIPS
Motions Practice
Q.

Do you require submitted motions include a proposed order?

A.

Generally yes. Simple, routine motions such as to continue hearing, vacate and
re-set for another type of hearing or for telephonic appearances should be
accompanied by a proposed order. The Court will not be concerned if complex
motions, that will require a hearing, do not have a proposed order submitted with
the motion since the attorney will not know what to address in the order until the
hearing has occurred.

Q.

Do you appreciate courtesy copies of briefs being delivered to you prior to hearing a motion?

A.

Absolutely.

Scheduling Conferences
Q.

A.

Do you have scheduling conferences? If so, how are scheduling conferences set and used in your
court? Are they conducted by you? When done by telephone, are the attorneys responsible for
setting up a conference call or does your office have enough lines to allow attorneys to call in?

Historically this jurisdiction has used "settlement conferences" as a means of case
management and to afford an opportunity for the parties to attempt resolution of any
matters which can be agreed upon. I have followed this tradition. Frequently the Court
is not directly involved. If the order setting the conference does not require a parties
appearance, then Attorneys may appear by telephone. Attorneys wishing to appear by
phone should file the appropriate motions in advance. It is the responsibility of the
attorney appearing by phone to to arrange for any conference calls.
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Q.

What do you expect from the attorney at the scheduling conference?

A.

I expect the attorneys to be prepared to meaningfully discuss their case(s). In criminal cases I expect the State to be prepared to provide discovery or
give time-frames when any remaining discovery can be available. I expect the State to be prepared to make any proposed offers of settlement. I
expect Defense attorneys to have spoken to their client and be prepared to consider offers or to timely present any offers to their client and have an
answer before or by the next conference. Second conferences frequently require Defendants to be present so resolutions can potentially be reached.
Court schedule allowing, the Court frequently can go on the record to accommodate and put on record agreements reached at such conferences.
In civil cases I expect the parties to have presented initial disclosures and to already be engaged in exchange of known discovery. I expect the parties
to be prepared to make any proposed offers of settlement. I expect both attorneys to have spoken to their client(s) and be prepared to consider offers
or to timely present any offers to their client and have an answer by next conference. I expect the parties to know if expert witnesses and/or
depositions are expected. I, also, expect attorneys to know if any pre-trial motions (including dispositional motions) are expected to be filed.

Pretrials
Q.

Do you have final pretrial conferences?

A.

Yes, in two forms. A preliminary meeting with the court confirming if the matter
will go to trial. This is often followed by a more detailed conference to address
any matters specific to that case which can or need to be resolved prior to trial.

Q.

In your view, what is the purpose of the pretrial conference?

A.

Q.
A.

Pretrial conference is a tool to narrow the issues, identify any outstanding
matters that need to be addressed prior to trial, identify witnesses, and provide
the parties and the Court with information as to how the trial will proceed.

Do you have a specific format for pretrial memorandums?

Yes. The Court's pretrial order lists the matters to be addressed in any memo.
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JURY TRIAL PRACTICE
Jury Selection
Q.
A.

Q.

A.

How is voir dire conducted in your courtroom?

The panel is split and the attorneys question a portion of the panel (14-17
persons) to determine whether there are any challenges for cause and then
they exercise peremptory challenges. If any panelists are excused their seat is
filled by someone from the other section of the panel not yet questioned.

Do you allow or encourage the use of jury questionnaires? If so, what is the due date for
questionnaires?

Juror questionnaires are used. They are sent to potential jurors when the
potential juror is informed that they have been chosen for jury duty. The
questionnaires are provided to the attorneys approximately 3 days prior to trial.
In an exceptional case the Court may consider allowing the attorneys to submit
additional proposed questions.

Jury Instructions
Q.

When do you require requested jury instructions to be submitted?

A.

The Friday following the preliminary pretrial conference with pretrial memos.

Q.

What form do you prefer requested jury instructions to take (e.g. do you prefer jury instructions
accompanied by supporting cases, in electronic form, etc.)?

A.

If the proposed instruction is from the Wyoming pattern jury instructions then a
listing with references to the pattern number is sufficient. If the proposed
instruction is not from the pattern instructions, then a copy of the proposed
instruction with citation to relevant authority. An electronic copy of any
non-pattern proposed instructions in either Word or PDF format emailed to the
Court is appreciated.
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Q.
A.

Q.
A.

What is your view of the Wyoming Pattern Jury Instructions?

The pattern instructions provide a reliable basis for instructions.

Do you have a set of stock jury instructions that you use?

Yes, these are primarily a modified version of the pattern instructions to
include note taking and cautions regarding electronic communications or
research by the jury. These are provided to the attorneys prior to trial for
review and consideration.

Trial Procedure
Q.

What is your preferred trial schedule (e.g. 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. with an hour for lunch, 8 a.m. – 2 p.m.
with no lunch, etc.)?

A.

The Court expects the attorneys to be present with clients no later than 8:15
a.m. the morning of trials. The Court tries to offer the jurors brief morning and
afternoon breaks. The Court typically allows jurors to have a one and one half
hour lunch break on their own. Attorneys will only be given one hour and we will
begin before the Jury returns from lunch to address preliminary jury instruction
conferences or any other matters which can be done outside of jury's presence.

Q.

What are your preferences with respect to motions in Limine and other trial related motions?

A.

Such motions should be filed as soon as the issue is recognized. A party
should not wait until the last minute to address these issues. These matters
should be addressed before trial is started.
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Q.

What are your preferences and/or procedures related to witness scheduling?

A.

It is the responsibility of each party to ensure their witnesses are properly
policed and present when needed. The parties should be diligent to ensure
a trial is not disrupted and a jury kept waiting due to witness
scheduling/availability.

Q.

What are your preferences with respect to trial exhibits? Do you allow/require the use of exhibit
notebooks for the court and jurors?

A.

Trial exhibits are disclosed through the pretrial memo process. Exhibits should be appropriately
marked by the respective party prior to trial. The Court would prefer that if the parties desire to
inspect the opposing exhibits that this be done without the involvement of the Court. The Court
should only be involved if there is some problem, disagreement, or objection to an exhibit.
Parties may file an exhibit list/notebook if it would be useful. Generally the trials in this court are
not so complex as to require it. I would say if counsel needs a list to keep track of exhibits then
a list/notebook should be presented, with a courtesy copy to opposing counsel.

Q.

Do you allow “speaking objections” in jury trials?

A.

No.

Q.

Do you allow or encourage the use of jury instructions?

A.

I assume this question to mean the use of instructions as exhibits or to be
referenced by counsel during argument. The parties may use jury
instructions in this manner so long as the instruction used is an accurate
copy of the instruction given by the Court. Inaccurate copies or instructions
which have not given by the Court will not be allowed to be presented to the
jury.
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Bench Trial Practice
Q.

What are the major differences in procedures in your courtroom between bench trials and jury
trials?

A.

No major differences other than the amount of time required. Jury trials have
set days when they can be heard whereas bench trials may occur at any time
throughout the Court's docket as time permits.

CRIMINAL MATTERS
Q.
A.

Do you allow initial appearance to be entered by written filing?

Yes, but this issue is under (re)consideration due to a number of problems that
have arisen.

Q.

How do you handle requests for continuance on preliminary hearings, arraignments and trials?

A.

The parties should NOT tell their clients that the client does not need appear for court unless the attorney has
been told by the court such is the case. It is not the attorneys role to relieve a client's obligation to appear. This
is especially true if the attorney waits until the day or hour of the hearing to file their request. If whether or not a
client needs to appear is an important issue then the attorney should timely make a request and obtain an
answer. The motion should state if opposing counsel objects. If there is some speedy deadline involved for the
hearing any re-setting may require proceedings be set outside of this time-frame. Therefore attorneys should
either file an appropriate waiver with the motion or at the least contact the court to ensure none will be needed.
A continuance may not be granted if it would require a waiver and none is filed.

Q.

Do you allow attorneys to file written agreements on bond conditions?

A.

Yes, the Court has prepared form bond orders for just such an issue and will
provide printed or electronic copies upon request. The attorney submitting the
order should get prior approval/stipulation from the other side. Without
approval a hearing will be set and the Defendant will be expected to attend in
person. If the bond order contemplates the posting of some amount or a surety
then funds or other appropriate paperwork should accompany the filing of the
bond order otherwise a hearing will be set. The proposed order should include
any conditions the parties have agreed upon, but the Court may make
changes.
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Q.

Do you have video arraignments of jail inmates? If so, where do you want counsel during the
video appearance?

A.

Yes. Counsel may appear either in court or may make arrangements with the
Sweetwater County Detention Center to appear with their client.

Q.

What special considerations occur at sentencing (participation in a deferral program, supervised
probation, treatment, etc.)?

A.

There are possible considerations but in most circumstances the party should
speak to the Sweetwater County Attorneys Office prior to court.

Q.

Do you allow plea agreements in writing? If so, under what circumstances or types of cases?

A.

Yes, written agreements are allowed.

Citations
Q.

Do you appoint the Public Defender if there is a possibility of jail sentence?

A.

Yes, if the statute charged provides for the possibility of incarceration.
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Q.
A.

Do you accept credit card payments?

Yes, but if made over the telephone there is a $5.00 surcharge for each
payment.

Juveniles
Q.

Do juveniles appear at a separate time than adults?

A.

Not at present.

Q.

Do you insist juveniles appear with a parent/guardian?

A.

Yes, in most instances. A hearing may be re-set if one does not appear. In a
few instances where the defendant was close to the age of majority and the
Court was satisfied that the parent/guardian was aware of charge(s) but did not
wish to be present, the matter was allowed to proceed.

CIVIL MATTERS
Q.

Does the court prepare the orders, or should the attorney prepare the order?

A.

In most instances I do expect attorneys to prepare orders. Generally I request
the prevailing party to prepare the order unless something other is agreed upon.
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Family Violence/Stalking Protection Hearing
Q.

Do you encourage attorneys in these matters?

A.

I do not have an opinion on this. I believe this is a decision for the parties.

Small Claims
Q.

Do you think it is effective for attorneys to appear in small claims matters?

A.

I do not have an opinion on this. I believe this is a decision for the parties.

THOUGHTS ON COURTROOM PROTOCOL
Q.

Is lack of civility a recurring problem in your courtroom? What steps do you take to improve
civility in your courtroom?

A.

I have not had any particular problem with a lack of civility. Such would not be
tolerated and would be immediately addressed. The litigates should address
arguments, objections, or other remarks to the Court and not to one another while
court is in session. Litigates, witnesses, or spectators should not do anything to
dispute the proceedings. If something does occur I will address it and communicate
my expectations. If the inappropriate behavior continues the person should expect
some consequence(s).

Q.

What do you expect of lawyers (and their staff) in your courtroom? Clients? Witnesses?

A.

I expect them to be professional, which includes to be prepared, prompt and
respectful of everyones time, and courteous to all. Unless specific permission of
the Court is given, compliance with Rule 801 of the Uniform Rules For District
Court is expected.
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Q.

Do you impose limitations on courtroom movement (approaching witness, podium, etc.)?

A.

I have a particularly small courtroom at present, so litigants should inquire of the
court before any desired movement.

Q.

What kind of lawyer conduct is unacceptable in your courtroom?

A.

I expect them to be professional, which includes to be prepared, prompt and
respectful of everyones time, and courteous to all. Unless specific permission
of the Court is given, compliance with Rule 801 of the Uniform Rules For District
Court is expected. They should not file frivolous motions or needless
continuance requests. They should not tell their clients not to attend a hearing
unless they have the Court's permission to do so.

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES
Q.
A.

What are your opinions regarding courtroom attire?

There have not been any problems in this area but, I expect them to be
professional.

Q.

Do you allow children in your courtroom?

A.

Yes, so long as they do not cause a disruption. However, generally the Court
feels that a courtroom is rarely an appropriate place for children.

Q.

Do you allow cell phones in your courtroom?

A.

People are generally not allowed to bring a cell phone past the security station
without prior approval of the court. Attorneys are allowed to bring theirs but
they should be turned off and not used in the courtroom.
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Q.

What, if anything, do you do to enforce promptness in your courtroom?

A.

Hearing times should not be used to conduct meetings with clients or
negotiations with the other party. These issues should either be addressed in
advance or the attorneys and clients should come sufficiently early. This court
has a very crowded docket and does not have the luxury to allow parties to
use hearing times for these purposes. This will cause delays to other matters
set afterwards and is unfair to those parties.

Specialty Courts
Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Do you have a specialty court (drug court, DUI court, juvenile court)? If so, please describe.

There is a Treatment Court under Judge Prokos in Green River which this court
utilizes for all substance abuse issues. But at present there is none in this court.
However, plans are underway which result in this court presiding over a DUI Court
in 2018 when this court merges with the Circuit Court from Green River within the
same facility. At that time the treatment court will be split and Judge Prokos will
continue to preside over a treatment court, while I preside over a DUI Court.
What are the criteria for entrance in the program?

At present this question should be addressed by Judge Prokos.

What is the judge’s role in the program?

At present this question should be addressed by Judge Prokos.
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Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Can an attorney petition for his/her client to participate in the program?

At present this question should be addressed by Judge Prokos.

Must there be an adjudication or can there be participation from a form of deferral?

At present this question should be addressed by Judge Prokos.
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